### INSTRUCTIONS

*for filling out the income tax return by individuals that only have incomes from employment from sources from the Czech Republic (including tax non-residents of the Czech Republic)*

*for the taxable period (calendar year) 2020*

Instructions for filling out the income tax return by individuals that only have incomes from employment from sources from the Czech Republic (including tax non-residents of the Czech Republic) for the taxable period (calendar year) 2020* no. 25 5405/D MFin 5405/D/1 - model no. 5 (hereinafter „Instructions“) are instructions for filling out the form „Income tax return by individuals that only have incomes from employment from sources from the Czech Republic (including tax non-residents of the Czech Republic) pursuant to Act no. 586/1992 Coll., on Income Tax, as amended, for the taxable period (calendar year) 2019“ no. 25 5405/D MFin 5405/D - model no. 3 (hereinafter „tax return“)

Instructions are not to replace the methodological interpretation of Act no. 586/1992 Coll., on Income Tax, as amended, (hereinafter Act) and Act no. 280/2009 Coll., Tax Code, as amended, (hereinafter „Tax Code“), but serve as guidelines for filling out the tax return filed pursuant to Section 38g of the Act or pursuant to Sections 135, 136, 138, 141, 239b, of Tax Code, and highlight the key principles which need to be adhered to in order to calculate due tax liability. In view of the above, the taxpayer needs to be familiar with the relevant provisions of the legal regulations referred to you.

The tax return is designed for individual income tax payers (including tax non-residents of the Czech Republic). If you tax your incomes in the Czech Republic from sources abroad, use the form „Income tax return by individuals pursuant to Act no. 586/1992 Coll., on Income Tax, as amended, for the taxable period (calendar year) 2020“ no. 25 5405 MFin 5405 - model no. 26 (hereinafter tax return no. 26). In the case you find out that your tax should be higher (lower) after deadline for submission of the regular tax return, it is necessary to submit additional tax return at form tax return model no. 26. In the case that was carried out a tax security pursuant to the Section 38e of the Act, follow the same procedure. If you have incomes only from sources from the Czech Republic (incl. tax non-residents of the Czech Republic) you can also you the form model no. 26.

The form is to be filled out on a type-writer, computer or in capital letters by hand. Please, be advised that the form may be short of space for all possible entries as the individual situations of taxpayers differ greatly. Should the space be insufficient in the form, please, provide additional information on a separate A4 sheet and provide the number of attached sheets in the Part Attachments, row “Number of Attachments Not Stated Above“. Cross out rows and parts that are not filled.

Tax return, including attachments, may be filed electronically via data transfer using remote access signed in way, by which another legal provision connects the effects of handwritten signature or with verified identity of the sender in way by which it is possible to log into the data box or using the access with guaranteed identity or by means of tax information box in the form and structure and under conditions published on the website www.danelektronicky.cz. Provided the tax return is confirmed by the tax administrator received the tax return it is possible to submit the tax return including attachments also via other data transfer using remote access, in the form and structure published by the tax administrator. If the taxpayer or its representative has data box, established as a matter of law, or a legal obligation to have audited financial statements, pursuant to Section 72 subsection 6 of the Tax Code, he is obligated to submit tax return including attachments only electronically by using remote access, in the form and structure published by the tax administrator, sent via data transfer in the way pursuant to Section 71 subsection 1 of the Tax Code, i.e. signed in way, which another legal provision connects the effects of handwritten signature or with verified identity of a sender in way by which it is possible to log into the data box or using the access with guaranteed identity or by means of tax information box.

### Instructions for Filling Out Tax Return

#### Front Page of the Form

| To Tax Office in, at, for | – fill in the official name of the relevant Tax Office (the Tax Administrator), in whose jurisdiction you permanently reside at the time of the filing. If you are registered, fill in the name of the Tax Office having jurisdiction according to the registration certificate.
| Local branch in, at | – state the local branch of tax office, where is your file regarding income tax by individuals located (pursuant to Section 13 of the Act no. 456/2011 Coll., on Financial Administration of the Czech Republic, as amended). |

#### Information about a Taxpayer

| row 02 Tax return | – cross the relevant type of tax return. The form may be used for a regular tax return or corrective tax return, which may be filed prior to the regular tax return time-limit (in this case cross both options).
| row 03 Classification Code for type of tax return | – cross the relevant code for tax return and provide a date when the event occurred
| row 05 Surname | – give your present surname.
| row 06 Birth name | – give your surname as it appears in your birth certificate (optional data item).
| row 07 First Name | – give your first name as it appears in your birth certificate.
| row 08 Title | – give your academic title (optional data item).
| row 09 through row 15 Address of permanent residence at the date of the filing of tax return | – give your address as indicated at the date of the filing of tax return in the Czech Republic or abroad. Number: building number slash street number (filling the data in row 13 and 14 is optional).
| row 10 through row 19 Address of permanent residence in the Czech Republic where is your habitual abode | – provide this information if you are not a permanent resident in the Czech Republic, but you spend time in the Czech Republic. Number: building number slash street number.

| row 20 Country Code | – if you are a taxpayer pursuant to Section 2, Subsection 3 of the Act, i.e. a tax non-resident in the Czech Republic who has a tax liability in connection with income generated in the Czech Republic, provide the country code of the state where you are a tax resident (List of codes is to be found at www.financnisprava.cz). |
row 21 Total Worldwide Income – if you are a taxpayer pursuant to Section 2, Subsection 3 of the Act i.e. a tax non-resident in the
Czech Republic and a tax resident of EU member state or state forming EEA and if you claim nontaxable parts of tax base pursuant to
Section 15 of the Act, or a tax relief in keeping with Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter b) through e) and letter g) or a tax credit in keeping with
Section 35c of the Act, provide the total of all income generated in the Czech Republic and abroad. Quote in CZK and convert foreign
currency according to Section 38, Subsection 1 of the Act.

In the following Parts, quote amounts in whole Czech crowns. Figures in these columns are considered to be indicators pursuant
to Section 146 of the Tax Code, and are to be rounded to two decimal points. Sequential rounding in two or more stages is forbidden.
The data about the signatory are filed in only in the case when the tax return is prepared and submitted by a different person
than is the taxpayer. The instructions and codes of types of the signatory are published on the following websites of the Czech Tax

Application form for a refund of the individuals income tax overpayment – fill out if you request refund pursuant to Sections 154 and
155 of the Administration of Taxes Act. If you file the application for a refund at the same time as the tax return before the expiry of
the period for submitting the tax return, your application will be considered to be filed on the day when the deadline for submission of the tax
return expires. Note that a power of attorney given to a proxy to file tax return on behalf of the taxpayer, does not give the proxy an authority
to sign an application to request the tax refund. The authorization excludes that. The application for refund may be made separately.
The tax administrator will return the access payment lower than CZK 200 only in exceptional cases in order to meet the principle of procedural
economy (§ 155 subsection 4 of the Tax Code).

Regarding Part II

Tax base from personal income tax from dependent activity sources from the Czech Republic (Section 6 of the Act)

According to Section 6 of the Act, income from dependent activity includes income from sources in the Czech Republic.

If a taxpayer (tax resident of the Czech Republic) includes income under Section 6, Subsection 4 of the Act in the tax return, the tax withheld from
this income is credited against his tax liability (state the amount of withheld tax in row 53 of the basic part of the tax return, page 2).

If a taxpayer (non-resident of the Czech Republic) who is a tax resident of another EU member state or state forming EEA includes
income from sources in the Czech Republic.

According to the website (www.cnb.cz), go to “Platební styk lBAN” (“System of payment IBAN”). You also need to provide the BIC code of the bank and its
address. Further, provide the exact name of the account holder and his address and the currency code of the account.

Regarding Part III

Non-taxable parts of the tax base according to Section 15 of the Act

Fill in Part III if you claim nontaxable parts of the tax base pursuant to Section 15 of the Act.

Regarding the non-taxable parts of the tax base, which may be claimed in dependence on the number of calendar months under Section 15
of the Act, give in the column the number of months corresponding to the amount claimed in the next column (row 26).

row 25 Amount pursuant to Section 15, Subsection 1 of the Act – give the value of gratuitous transaction (donation) which you made
pursuant to Section 15, Subsection 1 of the Act. The tax base of the tax base of incomes from dependent activity to be calculated on the
2 % of the tax base on row 24 or must be at least 1 000 CZK. No more than a total of 15 % of the tax base on row 24 may be deducted.

row 26 Amount pursuant to Section 15, Subsection 3 of the Act – give the amount of interest paid in the taxable period 2020 on loan granted in connection with building savings program or with mortgage credit line as it appears in the statement issued by
the building society, bank, branch office of a foreign bank or a foreign bank. The total amount of interest deducted in keeping with these
Subsections of the Act if you include income from which tax was withheld pursuant to Section 36, Subsection 2, of the Act. If you include
income under Section 22, Subsection 1b), f) point 2 and g) point 6 of the Act in the tax return, the tax withheld from this income is credited
against his tax liability (state the amount of withheld tax in row 54 of the basic part of the tax return, page 2).

row 23 Total of the compulsory insurance pursuant to Section 6, Subsection 13 of the Act – give the insurance on social security
and contribution on state labour policy and insurance on general health insurance, which the employer is obliged to pay from incomes
mentioned on row 22 according to special legal provisions (Act no. 589/1992 Coll. and Act no. 592/1992 Coll.), (in Certificate no. 28 it is
row 6 and 7). The amount corresponding to the compulsory insurance is also stated at an employee, at whom an employer is not obliged
to pay the compulsory insurance. The compulsory insurance is to be rounded up to whole crowns.

row 24 Tax Base from dependent activity (row 22 + row 23) – the calculated amount is tax base of incomes from dependent activity.

row 27 Amount pursuant to Subsection 5 of the Act – give the amount of payments paid towards your retirement insurance
with government subsidy or supplementary pension saving as it appears in the statement of the pension company regarding payments made
in the taxable period 2020. It is possible to apply the amount of monthly contributions paid towards your retirement insurance with government
subsidy or supplementary pension saving which in the individual calendar months of the taxable period exceeded the amount to which the
maximum state contribution belongs. The amount must not exceed the total of 24 000 CZK for 2020.

row 28 Amount pursuant to Section 15, Subsection 6 of the Act – give the amount of payments paid towards your private life
insurance as it appears in the statement of the insurance company regarding insurance payments made in the taxable period 2020. The amount
must not exceed the total of 24 000 CZK for 2020.

row 30 Amount pursuant to Section 15, Subsection 7 of the Act – give the amount of trade union contributions in the taxable
period 2020 which according to its by-laws protects economic and social interests of employees to the extent defined by special regulation
(Section 146 et seq. of the Labour Code). Up to 1,5 % of taxable income pursuant to Section 6 of the Act (except for income taxed pursuant
to Section 6 of the Act by withholding and on the basis of a special tax rate) may be deducted, however, no more than 3 000 CZK for
taxable period 2020.

row 30 Amount pursuant to Section 15, Subsection 8 of the Act – state the claimed amount of payment for exams verifying results
of further education pursuant to the act No. 179/2006 coll., on verifying and recognition of results of further education and on amendments
to some laws (the Law on Recognition of Results of Further Education), as amended, up to the amount CZK 10 000 for the taxable period 2020
(at taxpayer with disability up to the amount CZK 13 000 and at the taxpayer at severely disability up to the amount CZK 15 000).

row 32 Tax Base Reduced by non-taxable parts of the tax base (row 25 + row 26 + row 27 + row 28 + row 29 + row 30) – give the total of
nontaxable parts of the tax base according to the Act.
Regarding Part IV
Total Tax

row 33 Tax According to Section 16 of the Act – Tax According to Section 16 of the Act is 15 % of the tax base stated in row 32.

row 34 Solidary tax increase pursuant to Section 16a of the Act – 7 % of the positive difference between the sum of the values in row 22 and 48 multiple of average salary. (For 2020 the 48 multiple of average salary according to the government regulations No. 260/2019 Coll. is the amount of general basis for 2018, recalculating coefficient for adjustments to general basis for 2018, reduction limits for establishing the calculation base for 2020 and basic amount of pension stated for 2020 and on pension increase in 2020 at the amount of CZK 1,672,080).

row 35 Total Tax Rounded up to whole CZK (row 33 + row 34) – give the total of tax according to instructions therein pursuant to the Act and the Administration of Taxes of Tax.

Regarding Part V
Tax Relief and Tax Credit

Instructions regarding table no. 1
Information about the spouse – fill out particulars about your spouse with whom you live in one household (Section 115 of the Civil Code). Give this information only in the event that you seek a tax relief for your spouse under Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter b) of the Act. Pursuant to Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter b) of the Act, your spouse’s own annual income must not exceed CZK 68 000. For tax purposes the spouse is also meant registered partner pursuant to Section 21e subsection 3 of the Act. If the personal identification number was not assigned to the spouse until 26 years of age or completion of PhD studies which were provided for every calendar month at the beginning of which you supported your spouse.

row 36 Amount under Section 35ba, Subsection 1 Letter a) of the Act – give the amount CZK 24 840.

row 37 Amount under Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter b) of the Act – give the amount of CZK 4 140 for every calendar month at the beginning of which you supported your spouse.

row 38 Amount under Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter c) of the Act – if you were entitled to a disability pension due to disability of first or second degree from pension insurance scheme under Pension Insurance Act or if the claim to partial disability pension has terminated due to a joinder of claims for old-age pension and partial disability pension.

row 39 Amount pursuant to Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter d) of the Act – give the amount of CZK 5 040 annually (monthly CZK 420).

row 40 Amount pursuant to Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter e) of the Act – give the amount of CZK 16 140 annually, if you were entitled to a disability pension due to disability of third degree from pension insurance scheme under Pension Insurance Act or another pension from the retirement insurance which is conditioned upon disability of third degree, if your claim to full disability pension lapsed due to a joinder of claims for old-age pension and disability pension of third degree or if you are fully disabled according to special law but your application for full disability pension was denied for reasons other than that of lack of full disability.

row 41 Amount pursuant to Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter f) of the Act – give the amount of CZK 4 020 annually, if you prepare for vocation on the basis of daily school attendance or training. This applies until 26 years of age or until completion of PhD studies which are provided for every calendar month until 28 years of age. If this condition was fulfilled only in several calendar months in the taxable period, you decrease the tax by the amount of CZK 335 for each calendar month, at whose beginning was the condition fulfilled.

row 42 Amount pursuant to Section 35ba, Subsection 1, Letter g) of the Act – give the amount of CZK 2 520 annually (monthly CZK 210), if you were entitled to a disability pension due to disability of third degree from pension insurance scheme under Pension Insurance Act or another pension from the retirement insurance which is conditioned upon disability of third degree from pension insurance scheme under Pension Insurance Act or another pension from the retirement insurance which is conditioned upon disability of third degree, if your claim to full disability pension lapsed due to a joinder of claims for old-age pension and disability pension of third degree or if you are fully disabled according to special law but your application for full disability pension was denied for reasons other than that of lack of full disability.

row 43 Amount pursuant to Section 35ba subsection 1 letter e) of the Act – give the applied tax relief for child placement in the organisation of preschool age children care. The tax relief can be applied in the amount of demonstrably incurred costs, maximally it can be applied CZK 14 600 for each children living with the taxpayer in a household.

row 44 Amount pursuant to Section 3 of the Act the tax for the tax period shall be reduced by amounts given on rows 37 up to 41 and the row 43 only if it is a taxpayer that is the tax resident of a member state of the EU and EEA, if is the total of his income from the sources in the Czech Republic (Section 22 of the Act) represents at least 90 % of all income, except for income which is not subject to tax pursuant to Section 3 or Section 6 of the Act, or which is tax-exempt pursuant to Section 4, Section 4a, Section 6 or Section 10 of the Act, or for income which is subject to withholding tax with a special rate.

row 45 Total of Tax Relief under Section 35ba of the Act (row 36 + row 37 + row 38 + row 39 + row 40 + row 41 + row 42 + row 43) – give the total of tax relief that you claim pursuant to Section 35ba of the Act.

row 46 Tax after Tax Relief pursuant to Section 35ba (row 35 – row 44) – make calculation as instructed. If the result is negative number state zero in the row.

Instructions to table no. 2
Information about children living in the household in a member state of the EU, EEA.

If you are claiming tax relief pursuant to Section 35c of the act, provide information for every dependent child who meets conditions stated in pursuant to Section 35c, Subsection 6 living in the household. Into table state dependent child in case that you do not claim tax relief, into relevant column fill in zero. In column 1 give the surname and the name of the child, in column 2 give his/her personal identification number given at birth in the Czech Republic. In case the personal identification number was not given, state date of birth in format: day, month, year (DD.MM.YYYY). In columns 3, 4 and 5, give the number of calendar months during which the child was a dependant and for which you claim the tax relief. You do not have the claim in case if you apply tax relief pursuant to Section 35ba or Section 35ba of the Act. If you claim tax relief for more than four children, provide information on additional sheet of paper and attach to tax return. In the row "Total", give the total of months from columns 3 and 4 for all dependant children.

The taxpayer stated in Section 2 subsection 3 can apply tax relief, only if he is the tax resident of a member state of the EU, EEA and if the income from sources in the Czech Republic (pursuant to Section 22 of the Act) are at least 90 % of all his incomes with exception of incomes which are not tax subject pursuant to Section 3 or 6 of the Act, or are tax exempted pursuant to Section 4, 4a, 6 or 10 of the Act, or incomes subject to withholding tax liable to tax withheld under a special tax rate.

row 47 Tax Relief on the maintained child – give the amount of tax credit pursuant to Section 35c of the Act. Claim to tax relief is CZK 15 204 per year for one child (CZK 1 267 monthly), CZK 19 404 per year for the second child (CZK 1 617 monthly) and CZK 24 204 for the third child and each additional child (CZK 2 017 monthly). If the child is entitled to hold a severely disability card the tax credit doubles. Should more taxpayers maintain a child in one household, only one of them may apply tax relief in a taxable period or in the same calendar month of a taxable period. If is the second taxpayer, who maintained child with you in the household, employed submit Employer's Certificate of the second taxpayer for claiming tax relief in which the taxpayer states on which children and in what amount claiming tax relief. In the case that you do not submit such confirmation for reason that in household is no other taxpayer, who maintains children, mentioned in tax return, or the taxpayer is in household but he is not employed, state this fact to the free sheet.

row 47 Tax Relief (amount from row 46 up to a maximum equaling the amount on row 45) – give the amount of tax relief which you may claim as tax relief to the maximum amount of your tax liability on row 45.

row 48 Tax after Tax Relief pursuant to Section 35c of the Act (row 45 – row 47) – give the amount of tax after relief pursuant to Section 35c, i.e. from row 45 subtract row 47.

row 49 Tax Bonus (row 46 – row 47) – give the balance between tax credit and tax relief which represents a tax bonus. You may claim the tax bonus if terms set forth in Section 35c of the Act are met. The amount of tax bonus must be no less that CZK 100 and no more than CZK 60 300 per annum.
row 50 The total of monthly tax bonuses pursuant to Section 35d of the Act (including possible additional charge of tax bonus) – give the total of monthly tax bonuses which you received from the employer during the taxable period 2020. The information is to be found in "Certification" issued by individual employers. If you file a tax return and your annual account has already been performed at your employer, then in the Certification, model no. 28, it is sum total of row 13 and additional payment from row 19.

row 51 Tax Bonus Balance (row 49 – row 50) – give the balance between the tax bonus and total of monthly tax bonuses received.

Regarding Part VI
Payment of Taxes

row 52 Total of Withheld Tax Advances from dependent activity and office-holders emoluments (after tax relief) – give the total of withheld tax advances from dependent activity and office-holders emoluments (after tax relief) which were withheld by all employers. Do so pursuant to Section 5, subsection 4 of the Act (in model of the Certificate no. 28 it is sum on row 12). In case of rendered annual accounting for a certain taxpayer’s tax advances and tax credit, state the amount of withheld tax advances reduced for refunded overpaid from annual accounting.

row 53 Tax Withheld pursuant to Section 36 Subsection 7 of the Act – if you are the tax resident of the Czech Republic, fill in the amount of withheld tax pursuant to Section 6 subsection 4 of the Act and only in the case if incomes, from which the tax was withheld, are included in the tax return.

row 54 Tax withheld pursuant to § 36 subsection 8 of the Act – if you are not the tax resident, tax resident of a member state of the European Union or European Economic Area, fill in the amount of withheld income tax pursuant to Section 22 subsection 1 letter b), f) item 2 and g) item 6 of the Act and only in the case if incomes, for which the tax was withheld, are included in the tax return.

row 55 rest to pay – The amount greater than zero means that this amount is due as tax. The amount smaller than zero means that more than assessed was paid. The taxpayer may ask the tax administrator for a refund of the tax overpayment by filling out an application form attached to tax return.

Attachments – tax return contains attachments on provided forms. Give the number of sheets of attachments.